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violation of order in a Senator to make personal references to gentlemen who had been introduced on the floor of the Senate by other Senators. Mr. Russell,1 of Boston, Editor of the Columbian Centi-nel, a newspaper which had made a reckless opposition to the War of 1812, had been so introduced during the session, and Randolph had attracted 'the attention of the body to him by a general and seemingly not personal reference to a notorious feature in his political career; it was at that occurrence that the proposed amendment was aimed.
Immediately after Holmes finished the reading of his propositions, Randolph asked Mr. Tazewell, his colleague, to take the clerk's seat, and to write, as he dictated, a series of amendments to them " in the form of instructions to the Committee,"—designed as answers to them by successive recriminations. Mr. Tazewell, one of the best tempered men I ever knew, complied, and when the proposition which I have particularized was reached, under the impression that Russell had been introduced by Holmes, Randolph dictated the declaration, as an amendment, that the "personal reference" which it was now designed to stigmatize as disorderly was no more than a suitable reproof of the Senator who was so wanting in a sense of what was clue to the dignity of the Senate and to his own character as to introduce such a man within the Bar!
At this point the affair received an unexpected complication. Senator Lloyd of Massachusetts, a man of undoubted courage, who felt no insurmountable scruples upon the subject of private combat, and between whom and Randolph there had already occurred some newspaper sparring, sprang to his feet the moment the offensive words were uttered, announced himself as the Senator who had introduced Russell, repelled with great vehemence every assault upon that gentleman, whom he pronounced to be quite equal in respectability to Randolph himself, and indignantly shaking his closed hand at the latter, declared his readiness to give him satisfaction there or elsewhere! Randolph, entirely taken by surprise, sought an opportunity to explain, and disclaimed all hostile feelings towards Lloyd; but the latter could neither be appeased or silenced and continued his minatory gestures and denunciations with un-diminished vehemence. In this condition of things Mr. King, of Alabama, called both the Senators to order, and Mr. Calhoun requested him to reduce the objectionable words to writing, as required by the Rules. Sensible of the difficulty of committing to paper expressions used in such a squabble, which was yet going on, Mr. King declined to do so, and in the excitement of the moment said abruptly, that he would not! Mr. Calhoun, anxious from
1 Benjamin Russell.
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